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ABSTRACT 

 

Many possible drugs have taken their places in the world market for the treatment of various medical diseases. 

Drug interactions involve combinations with drugs or other substances that alter the effect of a drug on the body. 

In this research, by using density functional theory, quantum theory of atoms in molecules, and in silico molecular 

docking against the receptor for antidepressant, we have investigated possible outcomes if antidepressant 

escitalopram comes across with an organic acid as acetic or lactic acids. The results suggest that escitalopram and 

acetic or lactic acids can interact spontaneously without requiring extra energy and depending on the interaction 

site different stabilities and reactivities are possible. Further, the findings show potential improvement in the 

effectiveness of antidepressant after interacting.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

A drug interaction is known as a reaction between a drug and a food, herb, beverage, supplement or 

between two or more drugs. These kinds of interactions can either produce desired or undesired results 

[1-3]. Escitalopram (ESCI), approved for medical use in 2002, is an antidepressant of the selective 

serotonin reuptake inhibitor. ESCI is mainly employed for the treatment of depression, general anxiety 

and panic disorder [4,5]. The investigations showed that ESCI may be more successful compared to 

many other antidepressants for the acute phase of the treatment, particularly with higher tolerance and 

acceptability [6]. In 2020, with more than 30 million prescriptions, it was the fifteenth most commonly 

prescribed drug in the US [7]. 
 

Lactic acid (LA) which is a chiral organic acid has biological significance owing to its function as a 

metabolite. LA, a normal intermediate in sugar fermentation, is made after the anaerobic metabolism of 

glucose in eukaryotic cells [8-9]. LA has been used in the production of solvents, metal pickling, and 

food additives, as an additive in various pharmaceutical products and as an emollient and keratolytic 

agent in various cosmetic products [10-12]. Acetic acid (AA) is produced and excreted by acetic acid 

bacteria, acetobacter or clostridium acetobutylicum found universally in foodstuffs, water and soil [13]. 

AA which gives vinegar its characteristic odor is produced by the acetification of alcohol and is an 

important chemical reagent and industrial chemical [14] as well it is also a biologically important 

metabolic intermediate and is found naturally in body fluids and plant juices. 
 

All 5-hydroxytryptamine (5HT) receptor is the only pentameric ligand-gated ion channel found in the 

central and peripheral nervous systems whereas 5-hydroxytryptamine type-3 (5HT3) differs markedly 

in structure and mechanism from the other 5HT receptors which are all G-protein-coupled. This family, 
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in mammals, contains serotonin, glycine, acetylcholine, -aminobutyric acid receptors and zinc-

activated ion channels [15]. 5HT3 receptor has played an important role in the pathophysiology of 

neuropsychiatric disorders including anxiety, depression, schizophrenia and drug use and is linked to 

the improvement of health problems such as depression [16]. 
 

Density functional theory (DFT) has been widely used for the examination of molecular structure and 

physical, chemical, or biological properties of different types of compounds [17-19]. Furthermore, the 

quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) has been extensively employed to enlighten the 

covalent and non-covalent atom-atom interactions [20, 21]. For drug discovery molecular docking 

technique has become an increasingly important tool. It can be used to model the interaction between 

small molecules (ligands, drugs) and proteins (receptors) at the atomic level. It characterizes the 

behavior of the ligand molecules in the binding site of target receptors as well as elucidates fundamental 

biochemical processes [22].  
 

In 2021, the effect of ESCI on the AA-induced ulcerative colitis model was experimentally investigated 

in rats [23]. The results were in support of the beneficial anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant effects of 

ESCI in ulcerative colitis regardless of depressive conditions. Further, in 2022, the effect of the LA 

bacteria capsules on small intestinal bacterial overgrowth in patients with depression and diabetes was 

explored [24]. The results of this study used ESCI for depression states suggested that the compound 

LA bacteria capsule is a boon for patients of small intestinal bacterial overgrowth with depression and 

diabetes and can improve immune function and ease depression symptoms and reduce fasting plasma 

glucose and level of inflammatory factors. Some parts of the experimental and medical studies 

mentioned above are related to the interaction of AA and LA molecules with the antidepressant ESCI. 

This study, by taking into account the interaction at the molecular level with physical and chemical 

parameters by using DFT and molecular docking, has aimed to create a theoretical approach in terms of 

drug interactions and to be a model for similar drug types. In continuation of our interest in drug 

interactions and molecular docking research[25, 26], the effects of the AA and LA molecules on the 

antidepressant ESCI have been examined by using DFT and QTAIM. Regarding the DFT calculations, 

the structure – activity relationship was also investigated. To gain deep insights into the interactions and 

to compare the interactions of ESCI with AA and LA, the compounds interacted were docked against 

the potential protein receptor 6HIS for antidepressants. All of the results obtained were discussed in 

brief. 
 

2. CALCULATIONS 
 

All compounds and interactions were optimized without any molecular constraints in water with the 

polarizable continuum model [27]. Vibrational frequency calculations were performed to see that the 

optimized structures converge to a certain minimum on the potential energy surface. Computations were 

carried out to B3LYP functional [28, 29] and 6-31G(d) basis set. B3LYP/6-31G(d) can be used to 

investigate the binding energy and reactivity properties for such interactions of the compounds 

compared to the highly demanding B3LYP-D3 functional or cc-pvdz basis set [30]. Binding energies 

(Eb) and reactivity parameters were calculated as in previous studies [17, 25, 31, 32]. For the Eb 

computations, the basis set superposition errors (BSSE) were considered by the counterpoise correction 

method [33]. Band gap energies (Eg) were taken as magnitudes of differences between the highest 

occupied and lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO). Gaussian and Multiwfn 

programs were used for the DFT and QTAIM calculations correspondingly whereas GaussView was 

used to construct the examined structures [34-36].  

 

In order to analyse the protein–ligand interactions, docking computations were performed by AutoDock 

software [37]. X-ray crystal structure of the protein was obtained from RCSB-PDB [38] encoded with 

6HIS for 5HT3 [39]. After removing water molecules from the protein, polar hydrogen atoms and 

Kollman charges were evaluated whereas for the compounds randomized starting positions, Gasteiger 
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charges, optimizations and torsions were performed. Lamarkian genetic algorithms were used in the 

docking process. Docking graphics were evaluated by the discovery studio visualizer [40]. 

 

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSIONS 
 

Investigated configurations of the couples ESCI…AA and ESCI…LA were presented in Figure 1. 

OH…CN, OH…F, OH…N and OH…O interactions between the atoms of ESCI and AA or LA. Figure 

1 also gives the optimized structures of OH…N site interactions encoded with III…I of both couples. 

All the interactions were examined and the important results were discussed and presented in brief. 

 

  

ESCI…AA ESCI…LA 
 

Figure 1. Encoding of interactions investigated and examples of some optimized structures. 
 

3.1. ESCI…AA interactions 
 

Binding energies of the interacted systems between C≡N, F, N, O atoms of ESCI and OH group of AA 

were found as -4.44, -1.62, -8.40 and -4.05 kcal/mol (Table 1) respectively and the OH…N (III…I) 

interaction is stronger than others. Following this interaction between the compounds, the OH stretching 

band of AA shifted from 3679 cm-1 to 2497 cm-1 and the intensity of it increased from 74.7 to 3724.2. 

The red-shift around 1182 cm-1 indicates a strong intermolecular hydrogen bond (HB) interaction. In 

this case, the C=O stretching vibration of AA at the interaction site shifted from 1819 cm-1 to 1764 cm-

1. The related intensity decreased from 447.6 to 441.8. The OH bond length increased from 0.977 Å to 

1.038 Å whereas the C=O bond length shifted from 1.215 Å to 1.225 Å correspondingly. In the OH…N 

interaction region, it is obvious that the O atom of the C=O group of AA interacts with the H atom of 

the CH3 group attached to the N atom of ESCI. The magnitudes of the COH angle and COH…N dihedral 

angle for OH…N interaction are found to be 110.35o and 179.68o respectively. 

 
Table 1. Binding energies (kcal/mol) of the investigated interactions. 

 
Interaction Type Eb Corrected Eb 
ESCI…AA    

I…I OH…CN -5.70 -4.44 
II…I OH…F -4.94 -1.62 
III…I OH…N -12.39 -8.40 
IV…I OH…O -7.60 -4.05 

ESCI…LA (1)    
I…II OH…CN -4.36 -2.81 
II…II OH…F -4.12 -0.15 
III…II OH…N -8.90 -4.75 
IV…II OH…O -6.05 -1.83 

ESCI…LA (2)    
I…I OH…CN -6.36 -5.04 
II…I OH…F -3.99 -1.30 
III…I OH…N -17.45 -13.07 
IV…I OH…O -8.60 -4.17 
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In this configuration, QTAIM results suggest three possible HBs occurred between OH…N, H 

(CH3)…O=C and H (another CH3)…O=C and the strongest interaction takes place at the OH…N site 

with a value of EHB = -16.56 kcal/mol. At this interaction site, the Laplacian of electron density (2: 

0.1278 a.u.) was found as positive while the value of electronic energy density (H: -0.010 a.u.) showed 

a negative value showing a partially covalent interaction [25]. 
 

The reactivity parameters of the compounds and interactions as electron affinity (-ELUMO), ionization 

energy (-EHOMO), band gap (Eg), electronegativity (χ), hardness (η), chemical potential (μ) or Fermi 

energy and electrophilicity index (ω) are given in Table 2. The magnitudes of HOMO-LUMO energy 

differences were calculated as 7.817 and 4.327 eV for AA and ESCI correspondingly. For the OH…N 

site interaction, the Eg value of the coupled system was computed as 5.122 eV which is higher than the 

Eg value of ESCI and lower than the Eg value of AA. Therefore, it can be concluded that the reactivity 

of the interacted system is higher than single isolated AA whereas it is lower than single isolated ESCI. 

However, for the OH…CN, OH…F and OH…O interactions, Eg values reduced to 4.172, 4.320 and 

4.288 eV, respectively, indicating an increase in the reactivity of ESCI…AA. 
 

Table 2. Reactivity parameters of the compounds and interactions. 

 
Molecule 𝐄𝐋𝐔𝐌𝐎 𝐄𝐇𝐎𝐌𝐎 𝑬𝒈 𝛘 𝛈 𝛍 (𝑬𝑭)  𝛚 

ESCI -5.788 -1.461 4.327 3.625 2.164 -3.625 3.036 
AA -7.609 0.208 7.817 3.701 3.909 -3.701 1.752 
LA -7.221 0.021 7.242 3.600 3.621 -3.600 1.790 

Interaction ESCI…AA 

OH…CN -5.790 -1.618 4.172 3.704 2.086 -3.704 3.288 
OH…F -5.789 -1.469 4.320 3.629 2.160 -3.629 3.049 
OH…N -6.594 -1.472 5.122 4.033 2.561 -4.033 3.176 
OH…O -5.803 -1.515 4.288 3.659 2.144 -3.659 3.122 
 ESCI…LA (1) 

OH…CN -5.791 -1.641 4.150 3.716 2.075 -3.716 3.327 
OH…F -5.790 -1.478 4.312 3.634 2.156 -3.634 3.063 
OH…N -6.246 -1.493 4.753 3.870 2.377 -3.870 3.150 
OH…O -5.790 -1.524 4.266 3.657 2.133 -3.657 3.135 
 ESCI…LA (2) 

OH…CN -5.791 -1.591 4.200 3.691 2.100 -3.691 3.244 
OH…F -5.788 -1.475 4.313 3.632 2.157 -3.632 3.058 
OH…N -6.314 -1.467 4.847 3.891 2.424 -3.891 3.123 
OH…O -5.781 -1.503 4.278 3.642 2.139 -3.642 3.101 

 

3.2. ESCI…LA Interactions 
 

As encoded in Figure 1, LA has two OH groups for interaction. Binding energies of the interacted 

couples between C≡N, F, N, O atoms of ESCI and OH (1) group of LA were found as -2.81, -0.15, -

4.75 and -1.83 kcal/mol, respectively, while Eb values between ESCI and OH (2) of LA were -5.04, -

1.30, -13.07 and -4.17 kcal/mol (Table 1). According to the results, the OH…N interaction for both OH 

groups is stronger than other interactions. This interaction occurred with ESCI and the OH (2) group of 

LA is the strongest. For this interaction, the OH stretching band of LA shifted from 3677 cm-1 to 2473 

cm-1 and its intensity increased from 96.3 to 2921.8. The change in the wavenumber is 1204 cm-1 and 

the change in infrared intensity is around 2825 addressing a very strong hydrogen bonding at the OH 

edge. Following the interaction OH bond length increased from 0.977 Å to 1.585 Å which confirms the 

red-shift in the IR spectrum. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the hydrogen atom of the OH group 

moves to the nitrogen atom of ESCI after interaction and the NH bond length was found as 1.082 Å. In 

this case, the C=O stretching vibration of LA shifted from 1817 cm-1 to 1683 cm-1. The related intensity 

decreased from 385.8 to 447.5. The carbonyl bond length shifted from 1.214 Å to 1.247 Å. In the OH 

(2)…N interaction region, it is obvious that O atom of the carbonyl group of LA interacted with the H 

atom of the CH3 group attached to the N atom of ESCI. The magnitudes of the COH angle and COH…N 

dihedral angle for OH (2)…N interaction are found to be 108.75o and -8.15o respectively. 
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In this configuration, QTAIM results suggest that three possible HBs occurred as ESCI…LA and the 

strongest interaction takes place at the OH (2)…N site with a value of EHB = -17.64 kcal/mol. For this 

interaction, 2 (0.1772 a.u.) was found as positive while the value of H (-0.0059 a.u.) showed a 

negative value addressing a partially covalent interaction [20, 25]. 
 

As seen from Table 2, band gap values were calculated as 7.242 and 4.327 eV for LA and ESCI, 

respectively. For the OH (2)…N site interaction, the value of band gap energy for the coupled system 

was calculated as 4.847 eV which is higher than the Eg value of ESCI and lower than the Eg value of 

LA. Therefore, it can be concluded that the reactivity of the coupled system is higher than single isolated 

LA while it is lower than single isolated ESCI. For the other interactions, however, Eg values reduced 

to 4.200, 4.313 and 4.278 eV indicating an increase in the reactivity of ESCI…LA. A similar trend is 

observed for electronegativity, hardness and Fermi energy as well. 
 

3.3. Molecular Docking 
 

Molecular docking results on the couples ESCI…AA and ESCI…LA with the protein 6HIS for the 5HT3 

receptor are herein reported together with the data for the drug ESCI [25]. Docking results for ESCI & 

6HIS, ESCI…AA & 6HIS and ESCI…LA & 6HIS interactions are given ten binding poses ranked from 

the lowest to the highest energetic conformation and the related energy ranges are ‒6.19 to ‒5.51, ‒7.38 

to ‒5.97 and ‒7.07 to ‒4.95 kcal/mol, respectively. The best conformer for each docking was chosen 

based on the most favourable docking score and the presence of non-covalent bonding interactions.  
 

The results of the lowest binding and decomposed energies are given in Table 3. Approximate binding 

free energy (ΔG) is the sum of the terms; dispersion/repulsion (ΔGvdW), hydrogen bonding (ΔGHbond), 

electrostatic energy (ΔGelec), deviation from the covalent geometry (ΔGconform), restriction of internal 

rotors, global rotation and translation (ΔGtor), desolvation and hydrophobic effect (ΔGdesolv). The best 

poses docked in receptors are given in Figure 2.  
 

Table 3. Lowest binding energy (kcal/mol) and the decomposed component terms. 
 

Structure ΔG ΔGvdW+ΔGHbond+ΔGdesolv ΔGelec ΔGintermol ΔGtot int ΔGtor ΔGunbound 

ESCI & 6HIS [25] ‒6.19 ‒6.43 ‒1.25 ‒7.68 ‒1.19 +1.49 ‒1.19 

ESCI…AA & 6HIS ‒7.38 ‒9.71 ‒0.06 ‒9.77 ‒1.65 +2.39 ‒1.65 

ESCI…LA & 6HIS ‒7.07 ‒8.79 ‒1.26 ‒10.05 ‒2.66 +2.98 ‒2.66 

 

The values of free lowest binding energies for docking ESCI…AA and ESCI…LA against the protein 

6HIS were calculated as ‒7.38 and ‒7.07 kcal/mol correspondingly. All the compounds show very good 

binding for the receptor 6HIS. However, the magnitudes of free binding energies of the complexes are 

higher than the drug ESCI alone which is referring to a stronger interaction for the complexes.  

 

  

ESCI…AA & 6HIS ESCI…LA & 6HIS 

 

Figure 2. Best poses of the complexes docked in 6HIS. 
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In our previous study, the docking of the drug ESCI alone indicated three hydrogen bonding interactions 

with the amino acid residues of 6HIS as AsnA50, ValA51 and TyrA223 as well as some hydrophobic 

interactions [25]. Due to the successful results in binding energy and hydrogen bonds in the docking of 

ESCI with 6HIS, the same grid parameters in the receptor were considered for the complexes. Under 

the same docking conditions, as for ESCI…AA docked in 6HIS, the results have shown three hydrogen 

bonding interactions through both its drug ESCI and AA, namely one hydrogen bond of 3.89 Å linking 

the drug ESCI to ArgA65 amino acid, as well as two interactions formed between AA and TrpA63 or IleB100 

(of 5.08 and 6.20 Å correspondingly).  

 

 

 

ESCI…AA & 6HIS 

 

 

 

ESCI…LA & 6HIS 

 

Figure 3. 2D interactions of ESCI, AA and LA with the amino acids of 6HIS. 

 

ESCI is involved a – stacking with TrpA63. Hydrophobic interactions as , alkyl and mixed /alkyl 

are showed around ESCI as TprA63, ProA128, IleA112, TyrA126 and ArgA65 residues in the ESCI…AA case 

as displayed in Figure 3. Furthermore, van der Waals (AspA42, IleA44, TyrA64, LysA127, LeuB157, PheB103, 

LeuB99, ProA110 and ArgA169), non-classical carbon hydrogen bonds (TyrA61, AsnB101 and IleB100), covalent 

bond (TrpB156) and halogen interactions (TyrA126 and TrpB156) have been seen between the ESCI and 

residues of 6HIS whereas some interactions such as van der Waals (TyrA46, ValB104, GluB102, PheB103, 

TrpB156 and TyrA61) and covalent bond (GluB102) interactions are found for AA and residues. 
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For ESCI…LA docked in 6HIS, three hydrogen bonding interactions between LA and amino acids 

AsnA111, IleA112 and LysA127 (of 3.81, 4.24 and 4.39 Å, respectively) are shown whereas the results have 

suggested no formation of the classical hydrogen bonding between ESCI and 6HIS. ESCI is involved in 

a – stacking with LeuA129. Hydrophobic interactions as , alkyl and mixed /alkyl are shown around 

ESCI as LeuA99, PheA103, LeuA129, and ValA106 amino acids (Figure 3). Moreover, van der Waals 

interactions (AspA105, GlyA107, IleA100, TryA64, ProE110 and ProE128), non-classical carbon hydrogen bond 

(SerA109), covalent bond (ProE110) and halogen interaction (IleA98) are showed between the ESCI and 

residues of 6HIS while van der Waals (ProA110 and ProA128), alkyl hydrophobic (LeuA129 and LysA127) 

and electrostatic attractive charge (LysA127) interactions are found for LA and residues. 

 

When evaluating all docking results, ESCI…AA and ESCI…LA couples show very good binding for 

the protein 6HIS. It indicates that the associations of AA and LA with the drug ESCI might enhance 

their antidepressant-like action. In addition, these results agree with existing experimental results [23, 

24]. Further, the ESCI…AA interaction is found theoretically to be performing better than the drug 

ESCI alone and ESCI…LA couple docked in 6HIS. 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 

In the present research, the most possible interaction sites and mechanisms of ESCI with AA and LA 

and some important structural parameters, and diagnostic vibrational bands and chemical reactivities of 

interacted couples were investigated by DFT and QTAIM. Further, the protein – ligand binding 

interactions between 6HIS and the interacted couples were simulated by the molecular docking method. 

The results suggest that OH…N site interaction for both ESCI…AA and ESCI…LA is the most stronger 

based on the binding energy calculations whereas OH…NC sites are found to be more reactive than 

others. The most reactive and the most stable interactions would be preferable for the purpose of use. 

Molecular docking results indicate that both associations might enhance the ESCI antidepressant-like 

action. Further, ESCI…AA & 6HIS association has performed better than the drug ESCI alone and 

ESCI…LA docked in the binding pocket of 6HIS. In addition, it seems that the theoretical procedures 

carried out at the molecular level with physical and chemical parameters can complement clinical trials 

or medical experiments, or even venture with some confidence into experimentally unexplored territory. 
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